
GEOS1002- Introductory Geography 

What is geography? 

• “What is distinctive about the study of geography is not so much the phenomena that are 

studied as the way they are approached…” (Know and Marston, 2010, p. 20) 

• Core concepts in geography- 

o Space- fixed, Euclidean, immutable, measurable 

o Place- subjective, contested, fluid, dynamic 

o Scale- spatial (over space), temporal (over time) 

o Human/environment interaction- tangible and intangible, positive and negative 

feedbacks, unpredictability and non-linearity 

• Social, political and economic phenomena- places 

• “One of the greatest of all gaps lies between the natural sciences and the study of humanity. 

It is the duty of the geographer to build one bridge over an abyss which in the opinion of 

many is upsetting the equilibrium of our culture” (Halford Mackinder, 1887, quoted in 

Bonnett 2008) 

• “one might arge…that geographers have a moral and obligation to sustain integration of 

their subject, given threats to sustainability that are invariably about indissoluble 

connections between humans and the earth on which they live” 

• A history of geography- 

1. Exploration- antiquity to mid-19th century 

2. Establishment of the discipline- mid-late 19th century 

3. Regional geography- early 20th century 

4. Physical and human geography split- mid-20th century 

5. Physical, integrative or environmental, human- nowadays 

• Geography developed a distinctive professional identity in the second half of the 19th 

century 

• Halford Mackinder- geographic experiment 

o Tried to get formal geographic academic positions into university- not recognised in 

formal intellectual community 

o 1885- positions in geography at Oxford became available 

o “the greatest of all gaps [that] between the natural sciences and the study of 

humanity” 

o Integrate human with the national 

• Edgeworth David- 

o USYD established Department of geology in 1893 

o Appointed his student, Griffith Taylor, to be head lecturer 

o Geology and physical geography established prior in 1877 

o Geography and geology very interconnected 

• Geography in Australia- 

o Aus first department of geographer founded in 1920 at Usyd 

o Teaching uni geography occurred earlier at UMelb 1918 and Sydney 1907- by Taylor 

o Taylor was most famous for his work on demography, population, race 

o Department of geography existed til 19980 where it merged to become geosciences 

• The rise and fall of the geographical polymath- 



o The present dualism and specialisation within geography would be dangerous to 

Griffith Taylor- i.e. do everything 

o Taylor advocated a single discipline- geography- without sub disciplines “integrative 

view”- including- poligraphy, ethnology, plant ecology, climatology, cartography, 

political geography, topography 

• The rise of regionalism in geography 

o From mid-20th century- regional geography occupy core 

o Describes the earth’s surface as a product of interrelated phenomena- based on 

careful empirical study of regions 

o Determinism/possiblilism 

o Criticised as being descriptive rather than analytical- no explanatory frameworks, 

lacks unifying concept theories or laws, little value in real world 

o Geography departments began to disappear in US- Harvard in 1948 

o Focus on quantitive spatial science, numerical modelling and statistics in geography 

o Set the stage for a counter- positivist movement 

• The cultural turn- widening the gap- 

o Differences in approaches in the latter 20th century 

o The rise of “critical geography”0 post-positivism, DE constructivism etc. from the 

1970s and 80s drove physical and human geography further apart 

• Geographical thinking- 

o Pessimistic 

o Wide-acceptance of need to focus on commonalities rather than differences in 

specialisation- gets merged into other faculties 

o The dualism of geography- diversity in method, theory and concept 

o “geographical literacy is critical both to aspirations of national and global citizenry, 

and to the challenge of competing in a global economy” (Pritchard) 

o Greater emphasis of policy-based solutions for global scale environmental problems 

e.g. climate change 

o Movement away from linear “command-control” responses to awareness of stable 

policy frameworks s (global to local) 

o Solutions demand interdisciplinary thinking 

• Brief History- 

o 19th century geographers- part of unified tradition, incorporating both social and 

natural aspects seamlessly 

o Since mid-20th century geography diversified, specialised, split, weakening the 

“brand” 

o Despite this- core is strong and indefinable 

 

California’s Water Crisis 

• Geographic thinking is innate to humans 

• Increasing division and specialisation since the latter 20th century 

• Professional education in the British tradition dates from the late 19th century 

• Fundamental concepts in geography- 
o Human/environment interactions 
o “limits to grow” 
o The invisible hand of scale 



 


